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AMT: Genius and Master od Intuition
The Legacy of a Genius: AMT - the Father of AI
AMT: Pioneer of the Information Age
Turing Eclectic and Eccentric
AMT: Mathematical Genius, WWII Codebreaker, Pioneer of
Computing, Gay Icon
Turing as a Natural Scientist

AMT: 1912-2012
Father of Computer Science
Mathematician, Logician
Wartime Codebreaker
Victim of Prejudice

1912 (23 June): Birth, Paddington, London
1926-31: Sherborne School
1931-34: Undergraduate at King's College, Cambridge University
1932-35: Quantum mechanics, probability, logic
1935:
Elected fellow of King's College, Cambridge
1936:
The Turing machine, computability, universal machine, undecidability
1936-38: Princeton University. Ph.D. Logic, algebra, number theory, oracle
machines
1938-39: Return to Cambridge. Introduced to German Enigma cipher machine
1939-40: The Bombe, machine for Enigma decryption
1939-42: Breaking of U-boat Enigma, saving battle of the Atlantic
1943-45: Chief Anglo-American crypto consultant. Electronic work.
1945:
National Physical Laboratory, London
1946:
OBE; Computer and software design leading the world.
1947-48: Programming, neural nets, and artificial intelligence
1948:
Manchester University
1949:
First serious mathematical use of a computer (floating point arithmetic)
1950:
The Turing Test for machine intelligence (AI)
1951:
Elected FRS. Non-linear theory of biological growth
1952:
Arrested as a homosexual, loss of security clearance
1953-54: Unfinished work in biology and physics (Artificial Life)
1954 (7 June): Death (suicide) by cyanide poisoning, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

Milestones of Turing’s scientific life:
•
•
•
•
•

Turing machine
Cracking the code of Nazis’ submarines
First serious mathematical use of a computer
AI, the Turing test,
Theory of biological growth

Turing machine
1931: Turing goes to study Mathematics
at King’s College, Cambridge.

1936: Turing published his paper On Computable Numbers and an Application to
the Entscheidungsproblem (decision problem) in which he outlines the
.
Universal Machine, which later became known as
.
the Turing Machine.

1932

1935
Source: Olivia Solon: Alan Turing’s Extraordinary, Tragically Short Life: A Timeline, wired.co.uk

An abstract model
of a human
“computer”

T=(Σ,Q,δ,q,f)
δ: ΣxQ  ΣxQx{-1,0,1}, q,fQ
Main results:


A hardware-trivial machine, a
mechanical equivalent of today’s
notion of “algorithm”, or “program”



Computes “anything” computable



All computing power lies in the
program



Construction of a universal, i.e., of a
programmable Turing machine



Anticipation of the stored program
computer, and “program as data” key
to the first computers



Existence of undecidable problems
without algorithmic procedure for
their solution (cf. halting problem)

Cracking the Enigma code
September 1938: Turing started to work part-time at
the Government Code and Cypher School. Introduced
to German Enigma cipher machine
1939: Churchill's Government searched the country for
the best mathematicians, chess champions, Egyptologists
and others of suitable ability. The day after war is declared
in September 1939, Turing arrives at Bletchley Park. There
he works to develop the Bombe, a device for decrypting
the messages sent by Germans using their Enigma
machines.

1941-43: Breaking of U-boat Enigma, saving battle of the Atlantic . Turing and
colleagues manage to break the more complicated German Naval Enigma
system. This is extremely helpful for the Allies during the Battle of the Atlantic
as it could help them avoid the fearsome German U-boats, which had been
responsible for sinking more than 700 Allied ships with 2.3 million tons of vital
cargo.
Source: Olivia Solon: Alan Turing’s Extraordinary, Tragically Short Life: A Timeline, wired.co.uk

1941: Turing proposes to his co-worker Joan Clarke, a fellow
mathematician and cryptanalyst. Shortly after, Turing had second
thoughts, admitting to his fiancée that he was homosexual.
Born: 24 June 1917 in London,
England
Died: 4 Sept 1996 in Headington,
Oxfordshire, England

Porgy

1945: At the end of World War II, Turing is awarded
an OBE for his services to his country

Turing
Officer of the
Order of the
British Empire

In 1947, Turing competed in the Amateur
Athletic Association Championships
marathon finishing in 4th place in 2:46:03 an amazing time for a non-professional
runner even today.

October 1945: Turing joined the National Physical Laboratory where he worked on
developing an electronic digital stored-program computing machine that would later
become the ACE (Automatic Computing Engine). By 1946 he had a finished proposal for
the computer, but NPL did not have the resources to turn it into reality.
1947: Turing returned to Cambridge for a sabbatical year. The Pilot ACE was built in his
absence and executed its first program on 10 May 1950.

1948: First serious mathematical use of a computer (floating point arithmetic). Turing
introduced the LU decomposition of a matrix.

A. M. Turing, Rounding-off errors in matrix processes. Quart. J Mech. Appl. Math. 1 (1948),
287–308.
1949: Turing became deputy director of the Computing Laboratory at Manchester
University, working on software for one of the earliest stored program computers — the
Manchester Mark 1. He also explored the problem of artificial intelligence and proposed
an experiment (in his seminal paper Computing Machinery and Intelligence) which became
that attempted to define a standard for machine intelligence, which would later become
known as the Turing test.
Source: Olivia Solon: Alan Turing’s Extraordinary, Tragically Short Life: A Timeline, wired.co.uk

The Turing test

A reversed form of the Turing test is widely
used on the Internet; the CAPTCHA test is
intended to determine whether the user is a
human or a computer.
Limited form of Turing's question-answer
game comparing the machine against the
abilities of experts in specific fields:
• Deep Blue (Chess) 1997
• Watson the Computer (Jeopardy) 2011

Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell
Computers and Humans Apart, Luis von Ahn,
Manuel Blum, Nicholas J. Hopper, and John
Langford, 2000

1949: Turing also worked with his former colleague D G Champernowne on a chess
program for a computer that did not exist yet.
1951: Elected Fellow of the Royal Society. (FRS).

Non-linear theory of biological growth
1952: "The Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis". Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society of London 237 (641): 37–72
Turing sought to crack another kind of
code – how animals could develop
from chemical substrates. He believed
development could be reduced to
mathematical axioms and physical
laws.

1952: Without a computer powerful enough to execute his chess program Turochamp,
Turing played a game in which he simulated the computer, taking about half an hour
to perform each move. The program lost to Turing’s colleague Alick Glennie, but won
against Champernowne’s wife
2012: Chess grandmaster Garry Kasparov completed a game of chess started
more than 60 years ago by Alan Turing (Kasparov won in just 16 moves)

AMT’s house Holymeade
in Wilmslow

January 1952: Turing meets a man called Arnold Murray and invites him over to his
house. Murray visits Turing’s house on a number of occasions, staying the night. Murray
later helps an accomplice break into Turing’s house. Turing reports the crime and admits
having a sexual relationship with Murray. Homosexual acts were illegal in the UK and so
both were charged with gross indecency. Turing is given the choice of being imprisoned
or chemically castrated with oestrogen hormone injections. He chooses the latter.

07 June 1954: Turing’s cleaner finds him dead. The inquest found he had commited
suicide by eating an apple laced with cyanide. He was cremated at Woking, Surrey,
England.
‘The day he died felt like driving through a tunnel
and the lights being switched off’'
2009: Prime Minister Gordon Brown issued an unequivocal
posthumous apology to Mr Turing on behalf of the
Government, describing his treatment as "horrifying" and
"utterly unfair".
2012: Government rejects a pardon for computer genius Alan
Turing, from formal legal reasons

Turing Award
Alan Perlis (1966) · Maurice Vincent Wilkes (1967) ·
Richard Hamming (1968) · Marvin Minsky (1969) ·
James H. Wilkinson (1970) · John McCarthy (1971) ·
Edsger W. Dijkstra (1972) · Charles Bachman (1973) ·
Donald Knuth (1974) · Allen Newell / Herbert Simon (1975) ·
Michael O. Rabin / Dana Scott (1976) · John Backus (1977) · Robert Floyd (1978) · Kenneth E. Iverson
(1979) · C. A. R. Hoare (1980) · Edgar F. Codd (1981) · Stephen Cook (1982) · Ken Thompson / Dennis
Ritchie (1983) · Niklaus Wirth (1984) · Richard Karp (1985) · John Hopcroft / Robert Tarjan (1986) ·
John Cocke (1987) · Ivan Sutherland (1988) · William Kahan (1989) · Fernando J. Corbató (1990) ·
Robin Milner (1991) · Butler Lampson (1992) · Juris Hartmanis / Richard Stearns (1993) · Edward
Feigenbaum / Raj Reddy (1994) · Manuel Blum (1995) · Amir Pnueli (1996) · Douglas Engelbart
(1997) · Jim Gray (1998) · Fred Brooks (1999) · Andrew Yao (2000) · Ole-Johan Dahl / Kristen
Nygaard (2001) · Ron Rivest / Adi Shamir / Leonard Adleman (2002) · Alan Kay (2003) · Vint Cerf /
Bob Kahn (2004) · Peter Naur (2005) · Frances E. Allen (2006) · Edmund M. Clarke / E. Allen
Emerson / Joseph Sifakis (2007) · Barbara Liskov (2008) · Charles P. Thacker (2009), L .Valiant
(2010), J. Pearl (2011)

Loebner Prize
Since 1990, the Loebner Prize is an annual
competition in artificial intelligence that awards
prizes to the chatterbot considered by the judges
to be the most human-like. The format of the
competition is that of a standard Turing test

There is also a petition to erect
a statue of Turing on the
fourth plinth at Trafalgar
Square.

Computation
has become
a universal
enabler
of sciences
Summary:
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1936: On Computable Numbers and an Application to the Entscheidungsproblem
Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society

•

1948: Rounding-off errors in matrix processes. Quart. J Mech. Appl. Math. 1

•

1950: Computing Machinery and Intelligence. Mind

•

1952: The Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London

